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Phenomenological motivations
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Example of an unbalanced dijet in a PbPb collision event at
!

s
NN

= 2.76 TeV. Plotted is the summed transverse
energy in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters vs ! and ", with the identified jets highlighted in red, and labeled with the corrected jet
transverse momentum.

The data provide information on the evolution of the dijet
imbalance as a function of both collision centrality (i.e.,
the degree of overlap of the two colliding nuclei) and the
energy of the leading jet. By correlating the dijets detected
in the calorimeters with charged hadrons reconstructed in the
high-resolution tracking system, the modification of the jet
fragmentation pattern can be studied in detail, thus providing
a deeper insight into the dynamics of the jet quenching
phenomenon.

The paper is organized as follows: The experimental
setup, event triggering, selection and characterization, and jet
reconstruction are described in Sec. II. Section III presents the
results and a discussion of systematic uncertainties, followed
by a summary in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The CMS detector is described in detail elsewhere [29]. The
calorimeters provide hermetic coverage over a large range of
pseudorapidity |!| < 5.2, where ! = " ln[tan(#/2)] and # is
the polar angle relative to the particle beam. In this study, jets
are identified primarily using the energy deposited in the lead-
tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and the
brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL) covering
|!| < 3. In addition, a steel and quartz-fiber Cherenkov
calorimeter, called hadron forward (HF), covers the forward ra-
pidities 3 < |!| < 5.2 and is used to determine the centrality of
the PbPb collision. Calorimeter cells are grouped in projective
towers of granularity in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle
given by $! # $% = 0.087 # 0.087 at central rapidities,
having a coarser segmentation approximately twice as large
at forward rapidities. The central calorimeters are embedded
in a solenoid with 3.8 T central magnetic field. The event
display shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the projective calorimeter

tower granularity over the full pseudorapidity range. The CMS
tracking system, located inside the calorimeter, consists of
pixel and silicon-strip layers covering |!| < 2.5, and provides
track reconstruction down to pT $ 100 MeV/c, with a track
momentum resolution of %1% at pT = 100 GeV/c. A set
of scintillator tiles, the beam scintillator counters (BSC), are
mounted on the inner side of the HF calorimeters for triggering
and beam-halo rejection. CMS uses a right-handed coordinate
system, with the origin located at the nominal collision point
at the center of the detector, the x axis pointing toward the
center of the LHC ring, the y axis pointing up (perpendicular
to the LHC plane), and the z axis along the counterclockwise
beam direction. The detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of
the CMS detector response is based on GEANT4 [30].

A. Data samples and triggers

The expected cross section for hadronic inelastic PbPb
collisions at

!
s

NN
= 2.76 TeV is 7.65 b, corresponding to

the chosen Glauber MC parameters described in Sec. II C.
In addition, there is a sizable contribution from large impact
parameter ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs) that lead to the
electromagnetic breakup of one or both of the Pb nuclei [31].
As described later, the few UPC events which pass the online
event selection are removed in the offline analysis.

For online event selection, CMS uses a two-level trigger
system: level-1 (L1) and high level trigger (HLT). The events
for this analysis were selected using an inclusive single-jet
trigger that required a L1 jet with pT > 30 GeV/c and a HLT
jet with pT > 50 GeV/c, where neither pT value was corrected
for the pT-dependent calorimeter energy response discussed in
Sec. II D. The efficiency of the jet trigger is shown in Fig. 2(a)
for leading jets with |!| < 2 as a function of their corrected pT.
The efficiency is defined as the fraction of triggered events out
of a sample of minimum bias events (described below) in bins
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Di-jet asymmetry

there is more to it than just ‘jet quenching’...

Missing energy is associated with additional 
radiation of many soft quanta at large angles 

Perhaps reflecting a genuine feature of the in-medium
QCD cascade (JPB, E. Iancu and Y. Mehtar-Tani, 
arXiv: 1301.6102)



In-medium parton branching
BDMPSZ mechanism

(Baier, Dokshitzer, Mueller,  Peigné, Schiff; Zakharov ~ 1996)
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The BDMPSZ mechanism 
for in-medium branching

Gluon emission is linked to 
momentum broadening

Time scale for the branching process

⌧br . L) ! . !c !c ⇠ q̂L2Medium of finite extent



Formation time and emission angle
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Hard gluon: small angle, long time

⌧br . L ! . !c ✓br & ✓c

Soft gluon: large angle, short time

⌧br ⌧ L ! ⌧ !c ✓br � ✓c

Typical branching kT and angle 



BDMPSZ spectrum
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Hard emissions

- rare events, with probability
- dominate energy loss: 
- small angle, not important for di-jet asymmetry 
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Soft emissions
- frequent, with probability
- weaker energy loss: 
- but arbitrary large angles: control di-jet asymmetry
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large angles emissions are dominated by soft multiple branchings



Multiple branchings
(de)-coherence

in-medium cascade

c

L0



Multiple emissions

A priori complicated by interferences

In vacuum, these interferences lead to angular ordering
In medium color coherence is rapidly lost via rescattering

Mehtar-Tani, Salgado, Tywoniuk (1009.2965; 1102.4317)
Iancu, Casalderey-Solana (1106.3864)

JPB, F. Dominguez, E. Iancu, Y. Mehtar-Tani, arXiv: 1209.4585

In medium, interference effects are subleading
Independent emissions are enhanced by a factor L/⌧ f



Resumming the leading terms

When
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all powers of
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need to be resummed.

Since independent emissions dominate, the leading order resummation is equivalent to a 
probabilistic cascade, with nearly local branchings

JPB, Dominguez, Iancu and Mehtar-Tani (arXiv:1209.4585)

Blob: BDMPSZ spectrum
Line: momentum broadening

Note: already implemented in Monte Carlo codes

MARTINI (Jeon, Gale, Schenke)
Q_Pythia (Armesto, Salgado et al)
Stachel, Wiedemann, Zapp



Evolution equation for the gluon spectrum
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Formally analogous to DGLAP. But very different kernel... and physics.

Probabilistic equation (‘gain-loss’)

(after integration over kT)

A QCD cascade of a new type

D(x, ⌧) = x
dN
dx



In-medium QCD cascade
Turbulent flow at small x
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At short time, single emission by the leading particle 
D is the BDMSZ spectrum

Short  times
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How do multiple branchings affect this spectrum ? 
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Naively, we could expect the spectrum to be depleted at large x and 
to increase rapidly at small x, so as to keep the total energy 
constant 
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But this is not what happens !

One finds (exact result) 

Fine (local) cancellations between gain and loss terms

BDMPS spectrum emerges as a fixed point, scaling, spectrum

Characteristic features of wave turbulence (Kolmogoroz, Zakharov)
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grows, keeping the 
shape of the 
spectrum at small x

At this (fixed) point 
ALL the energy flows 
through the whole 
system

The source problem 



Relevance to di-jet asymmetry
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Estimate

  J.-P. B., E. Iancu, Y. Mehtar-Tani, arXiv: 1301.6102

!c ' 40 Gev
L = 4 fm

Evolution of the inclusive spectrum



Energy flow at large angle
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Ein Eout Eflowenergy in the jet with x>xo
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Ein Eout Eflowenergy in the spectrum with x<xo
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dxD(!, x) = 1

Ein Eout Eflow Eout + Eflow energy out of the jet cone



Conclusions

In-medium cascade is very different from 
the in-vacum cascade (no angular ordering, 
turbulent flow)

Provides a simple and natural mechanism for 
transfer of jet energy towards very small angles


